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A Unique Student Dormitory
in the Heart of Edmonton
9916 110 Street (viewing by appointment only)

Three storey historical building
Furnished rooms from $220.00 to $440.00 per month

MacGregor’s Hard Ice
Cream and Gas

Runs 24 January–10 February
Directed by John Hudson
Starring Coralie Cairns, Jessie
Gervais, Mark Jenkins, and Myla
Southward
Varscona Theatre

• One LRT stop from the U of A and one LRT stop from
Grant MacEwan College.
• Two blocks from major grocery store and over a dozen restaurants
within a 10 minute walk.
• A block and a half north of the North Saskatchewan River
and a block and a half south of Jasper Avenue.

Maria Kotovych

• Free laundry facilities
• Each floor has a TV room and a study room
• Each floor with its own study room
• Internet access (wireless and cable)
• Recreation/Games Room
• Dining room (microwave ovens & vending machines)
• Food services possible depending on demand.
• Limited parking available at extra cost.
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Figuring out the best way to store a dead
body is one thing, but being forced to
deal with a corpse until the ground
thaws is the bizarre conundrum
facing one family in Shadow Theatre’s
MacGregor’s Hard Ice Cream and Gas.
When the MacGregor family’s
patriarch dies, his widow, Marlene,
and three adult children not only
have to handle this situation but
also confront the problems that
currently strain their interpersonal
relationships.
Playing youngest brother Jack is
Mark Jenkins. Growing up, Jack was
close to his father, helping him run an
ice cream and gas store. While some of
the family members view Jack as naïve,
Jenkins prefers to underscore that his
character is actually quite perceptive of
the strained family dynamics.
“I’d say out of the entire family, I’m
the most idealistic. It’s one of those
things of, ‘Why can’t we all just get
along?’ We have ice cream; we have
each other; we have a store; everything can be great. So let’s just grin
and bear it, and we can be one big
happy family,” Jenkins laughs.
His father’s death, which occurs at
the beginning of the play, turns into

the catalyst that brings the entire
family home. However, now that the
estranged group is together again,
the three siblings and their widowed
mother must face their past problems.
But the situation changes as the family
begins to open up and deal with the
feelings that they have towards each
other.
“We’re left to deal with our dysfunction and where we’re at so that we
can move on and actually find some
healing and progress within ourselves
and us as a family unit,” explains
Myla Southward, who plays the eldest
daughter, Missy.
“It really is like family in the respect
that you don’t have to like each other,
but you do love each other,” Jenkins
says, describing the endearing moments
and humour that still occur between
the characters despite the conflicts.
In addition to the theme of family
relationships comes the prairie setting.
In the middle of winter in a small
town in Saskatchewan, MacGregor’s

shows the harshness of the climate
where these people live and the isolation that can occur when residents
live in such small prairie towns. That’s
where the train theme, a central one
to this play, comes in.
“Trains are this lifeline for small
towns. They have been an escape;
they’ve brought people home. There
is a connection that brings people
through these small towns,” Southward
explains.
Both She and Jenkins say that such
homecoming moments contribute to
the play’s charm.
“The play really finds [...] the magic
of families and coming home and
people coming back to where they
were born,” Southward says.
“People do remember where they
come from, have an affinity with
which they remember those places,
that will lead them back eventually to
rediscover the beauty that those first
people who landed there first realized,” Jenkins adds.

Apple’s new strategy thin on logic
Bite-sized technology may seem convenient, but the bigger experience gets
lost when it’s crammed onto a three-inch iPod screen or a tiny MP3 fomats
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ast week, Apple released their
uber-thin new laptop—the
MacBook Air—and with its
release, the battle of “our shit is thinner than yours” just moved the next
level: this computer has no disk drive.
No worries, say the folks at Apple,
who tell us that we no longer need the
drive. “Why, with iTunes,” they say,
“you can buy all your music, you can
load software wirelessly, and starting immediately, rather than watching a DVD, you can just rent movies
onto your hard drive for a week via
the Apple website.” Not only is such a
monopolistic marketing strategy questionable, it’s also worrisome because
this new format of digitizing the totality of entertainment is doing nothing
for the quality of art.
In a recent interview, Steven
Spielberg admitted that he now has to
take into consideration all of the formats that his movies will be watched
in. Rather than focusing on simply
making a badass big-screen film,
Hollywood also now has to consider
the guy who’s watching the movie on
his iPod.
By having to paint with such broad
strokes on a screen measured in

inches, the full-size product is bound
to have boring and repetitive cinematography. The film industry ought to
realize that making movies that make
sense on a laptop screen isn’t a bright
idea in this era of Internet piracy.
Movies aren’t just for content; it’s
about the whole popcorn and crowds
experience. The absolute best thing
about going to see Grindhouse last
year was hearing the crowd around
me groan and gasp when body parts
were severed.

Not only is such
a monopolistic
marketing strategy
questionable, it’s also
worrisome because
this new format of
digitizing the totality of
entertainment is doing
nothing for the quality
of art.
Pandering to the digital era isn’t
just happening in the movie industry: music isn’t getting any better
in the digital age either. The CD is
over 20 years old now, and most of
us download our MP3s at a lower
bitrate. I myself have become a slave
to the iTunes play count; I’ll hesitate
to repeat a song I’m enjoying, just
because I know it will go down on my

permanent digital record that I’ve been
favouring that song over all the others
on the album. These are the neuroses
of the digital age.
While the introduction of the computer has helped independent acts
put out better music for less money, it
may have made mainstream music a
lot worse; artists can now pitch-fix all
of their crap singing to go to work on
their movie project. Mixing and mastering software used today makes sure
that tracks are constantly the same
earbleed-inducing volume from start
to finish, making songs stand out in
bars and cars, regardless of whether
such practices result in lower sound
quality and headaches for the consumer who actually goes out and pays
for the music. Pair all of this with
those godawful white iPod earbuds,
and it’s likely that the turntable your
parents had in the ’70s was pumping
out better sounding music.
I’m not trying to promote total
Luddism here. Nobody in their right
mind would want to go back from
DVD to VHS, and my iPod is a great
convenience, just so long as I have a
hard copy of my music back home.
The big worry is that digitizing everything is changing the way an entire
generation is consuming art. Go see a
movie in a full theater now and then.
Listen to music in a situation where
you’re not just trying block out other
noise. Hell, if enough of us pay attention, the work the entertainment
industry puts out may even end up
sucking less.

For information and viewing appointments call
Ray at 499-7424 or e-mail ray.rozycki@gmail.com
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